WITF DTV ANTENNA HOOK-UP INSTRUCTIONS

1. Set the Antenna on a flat surface near the TV. Sometimes near a window works better.

2. Hook the cable up between the antenna “To TV” connector to the TV antenna input. Shown below:

3. Plug in the power plug for the antenna.

4. You will probably need to Re-Scan your TV set after you hook up the antenna. The menu should look something like this in the TV - Settings> Channel> Auto-Tune, start the scan process.

5. Tune the TV to WITF, virtual channel 33.1. WITF kids is 33.2

6. You may need to reposition the antenna for the best reception. Higher is usually better, near a window may help. The antenna ears should not need to be extended much, if it all.

7. Use the gain knob to adjust for best reception as well.

For technical assistance, please call WITF engineers at 717-910-2959.